JOIN THE SECBI XDR TECHNOLOGY
PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM

Autonomous
XDR

Cybersecurity challenges are constantly on the rise, including the ever-expanding attack surface, the evolving
stealth of low-and-slow attacks; and security teams drowning in alerts, just to mention a few. Despite numerous
solutions, total threat visibility is still elusive; security tools remain in silos, and investigation into devious attacks
is primarily a manual process. These drawbacks severely limit a security team’s ability to mount effective and
timely responses.
Businesses are looking beyond security solutions that address only one attack vector in a single part of the
network, because cybercriminals have gone way beyond single-vector hacks. Stealthy attacks target multiple
vectors, complicating detection and response. That’s why the SecBI XDR platform takes a multi-vector approach,
applying a proactive layer of machine learning-based analytics across data ingested from endpoint, network,
and cloud security tools. SecBI XDR intelligently unifies security data and alerts, and autonomously investigates
multi-vector attack forensics to assure accurate detection and to automate a fast and accurate response.

XDR Revolutionizes Your Security Offering
When joining the SecBI XDR Technology Partnership
Program, you benefit from immediate opportunities
to open new markets and increase revenue. Our
vendor partners offer customers both faster and more
accurate threat detection and response, in addition to
optimized investments in their existing infrastructure.

Transform your EDR, mail gateway, or web
gateway solution into an XDR platform,
enabling SOC teams to optimize and
automate threat detection, investigation,
and response across all attack vectors.
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Expand your offering to XDR to:
Expand your business reach
As your offering evolves to a multisource XDR platform, you will
open up new markets and expand your customer base. Likewise,
every existing installation becomes an opportunity for upsell
revenue as you increase the value you bring to your customers’
security teams.
Protect your solution investment
Customers who are happy with your best-of-breed solution will
be thrilled with your innovative XDR capabilities, as you allow
them to continue using the systems they love, while putting all
their threat data under a single pane of glass, and automating
their ability to analyze and respond.

Easy integration with
your security solution:
The SecBI XDR platform integrates
easily and quickly with any security
solution, enabling an array of cyber
data sources to be unified under a
single pane of glass. Multiple attack
vectors
are
connected
and
synchronized by a layer of analytics
applied to each log source. The
result is end-to-end visibility, fast
and accurate threat detection, and
automated smart response. With
SecBI XDR in your portfolio, security
teams can:

Catapult to the forefront of cybersecurity

• Detect and prioritize stealthy
threats

As an XDR innovator, you stay ahead of the competition and
make your offering much more attractive to current and new
customers.

• Automate response without
lengthy playbook scripting

Together is better:

• Track threats across any source
or location in the organization
within moments of a breach
before damage occurs

As an approved SecBI Technology Partner, you benefit from:
• SecBI training
• SecBI support

• Investigate faster and respond
automatically to drastically
reduce mean time to
remediation (MTTR)

• Option to “white label” the SecBI XDR platform as part of
your brand

• Increase SOC productivity by
reducing alert backlog, noise
and fatigue

• Option for SecBI to promote your product as part of our
XDR solution

• Protect existing security
investments

• Joint marketing and sales opportunities

Visit

www.secbi.com/partners/
or write

partner@secbi.com
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To become a SecBI XDR
Technology Partner

